
General Chemistry 
Mr. MacGillivray 

Quiz #13: 
Types of Bonding 

 
 
This type 
of bonding 
. . . 

 . . . is likely to take place between 
these types of elements: 

  . . . and involves this types of 
electron interaction : 

Ionic  
___________and___________ 

 
The electrons are ___________ed 
between atoms  

Covalent 
___________and___________ 

 
The electrons are ___________ed 
between atoms 

Metallic 
___________and___________ 

 
The electrons are ___________ed 
between atoms 

 
 
 
If electrons are shared unevenly between atoms, this is called 

 _____________    _______________ bonding. 

 
If electrons are shared evenly between atoms, this is called  

___________    ___________ bonding. 

 
 
X is an unknown element. If X is a nonmetal, would you expect a molecule with 
the formula “X2” to have a polar bond? 
 
 
Why or why not? 
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If electrons are shared .!!!!evenly between atoms, this is called 

______ bonding. 

If electrons are shared evenly between atoms, this is called 

____ bonding. 

X is an unknown element. If X is a nonmetal, would you expect a molecule with 
the formula "X·l to have a polar bond? 

. Why or why not? 
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... is likely to take place between ... and involves this types of 
these types of elements: electron interaction : 

. 
Ionic ~ ~\ and flM~\ot The electrons are ~'A< Fe~f eel 

between atoms 

Covalent '/t(JA\M.l~ and ''l.,f)A'M.l~fJI..., The electrons are 4'ct, oJ"- ed 
between atoms 

Metallic WJ?~\ and W\~\ ~w\ The electrons are ed 
between atoms 

If electrons are shared l!!!&Venly between atoms. this is called 

~ fQV~~ bonding. 

If electrons are shared evenlv between atoms. this is called 

\!OJ\~'o.V CcJ\k;t~tnding. 

Xis an unknown element. If X is a nonmetal~you expect a molecule with 
the formula ·~·to have a polar bond? ~ 

""'""'"'not? LUt\ ~I)( 1) -ek Cf t'blll-e ~}i'v1/y 
\) ~ ~\f+ \'1\e\ecrvi""'i· 

J 
~~ x (,\\A& '>( -:;::,. 0 I 

(j;{l) ~ Wd\e11kf x"L 
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